**Call for Expression of Interest**

**BID PROPOSAL FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTI-PURPOSE WELLNESS UNIT IN MARGIBI COUNTY**

| Contracting Organization | Liberia Center for Outcomes Research in Mental Health (LiCORMH)  
Johnson Compound, Congo Town, Monrovia Liberia |
|--------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Opening Date             | Wednesday, May 24, 2017  
Friday, June 2, 2017 COB. No applications will be accepted after this date. |
| Contact Person           | Sehwah Sonkarlay  
Project Assistant, LiCORMH  
Johnson Compound, Congo Town, Monrovia Liberia  
Email: Sehwah.sonkarlay@cartercenter.org  
Cell: 0775673091/0886443216 |
| Project Title            | Construction of Multi-Purpose Wellness Unit |
| Project Location         | C. H. Rennie Hospital Compound, Kakata, Margibi County |

**Brief Description building**

LiCORMH is partnering with The National Oil Company of Liberia (NOCAL) and the Margibi County Health Team to construct a multi-purpose wellness unit at the C. H. Rennie Hospital Compound in Kakata, Margibi County to provide short-term in-patient, crisis stabilization and outpatient psychiatric/mental health and addiction treatment capacity consistent with the Ministry of Health’s National Mental Health Policy. The wellness unit is based on already approved architectural blueprint and must be fully built with concrete walls from foundation to roof level and include inner fixtures consistent with a health facility. The building should have **6 rooms (including 3 rooms with capacity for 3 beds and 3 offices, a clinic and pharmacy room and a conference room for training and 2 bathrooms)**. Detailed description of the proposed building can be obtained from LiCORMH’s office.

A complete bid should include design of the building (floor design, elevated structure design from different angles), detailed list of materials and estimated cost and time table for construction. The budget should include the complete cost of construction.

Application must include the following (No more than 6 pgs plus attachments):

- Letter of Interest on Firm’s Letterhead (1 p)
- Firm Qualifications with History of Firms’ Capabilities (1 p)
- Presentation of Project Management Expertize and Experience (1 p)
- Specific Facility Construction Experience and Health Facility Experience (1 p)
- Quality control approach of firm (1 p)
- Claims, disputes and litigation against your firm (1 p). If no claims, disputes or litigation, a statement of declaration to that effect
- Proof of insurance

All costs incurred in preparing this proposal will be borne by applicant.

**Added Advantage**

The bid encourages expression of interest from local construction companies with genuine experience in construction and prior working relationship with the Ministry of Health and Margibi County Health Team.

**Statement of Experience with records of successfully completed projects.**

Anyone bidding for this project **MUST** include at least **ONE** record of their company’s success in previously completing similar or higher level of construction work. Documented experience in the following is also required: Developing schedules and completion of jobs on time; understanding of
| References | Bidder **MUST** include at least two references that can confidently attest to their previous work and status. |

Interested eligible Applicants can obtain further information from LiCORMHs’ situated with The Carter Center Mental Health Program office in Johnson, Compound, Adjacent to Musu Spot, Tubman Boulevard, Monrovia. You can stop by from 09:00am to 15:00pm from Wednesday, May 24, 2017 to Friday, June 2, 2017. Bid should be submitted in sealed envelopes, delivered to the above address or by email to morris.celetha@gmail.com and cc copy Sehwah.sonkarlay@cartercenter.org by COB Friday, June 2, 2017.